
Higher Quality:
Microsoft validated partners  ▪
and methodologies
Access to product developers ▪
Cumulative experience and  ▪
faster learning curves

Faster Remediation:
Specialized partners with dedicated  ▪
capacity
Cumulative experience and faster  ▪
learning curves
Access to latest tools and technology ▪

Reduced Costs:
High degree of partner  ▪
specialization
Global delivery ▪
Process automation ▪

Microsoft Support:
Thorough training by Product  ▪
Development
Direct involvement in partner selection  ▪
and validation processes
Risk mitigation through access to  ▪
product developers and SWAT teams

Whether your organization is looking to migrate to Windows Vista® or the upcoming release of the next Windows® operating system,  
Windows 7, ensuring application compatibility is a concern for many businesses. The Application Compatibility Factory (ACF) is an initiative  
that teams Microsoft with service partners to help customers overcome challenges when migrating applications to a new operating system. 
Microsoft’s ACF partners deliver high volume, low cost application compatibility and remediation services. Let our valued ACF partners help 
prepare your organization’s line of business applications (LOB) for your migration.

Benefits of ACF
ACF can benefit your organization if you are currently deploying Windows Vista or Windows 7, and you need to identify potential application 
compatibility issues.

Microsoft® Application Compatibility Factory (ACF)



About Satyam:  
Satyam is a leading global business and IT services company, delivering 
consulting, systems integration and outsourcing solutions to clients in 20 
industries and across more than 65 countries. 

Through its Infrastructure Management Services practice (Satyam IMS), Satyam 
supports leading enterprises in recognizing increased business value from their IT 
operations by providing alternatives to internal management. 

Satyam currently supports more than 600 clients throughout the world with more 
than 180 of these clients falling within the Fortune 500, so we are experienced in 
supporting the most demanding requirements. Satyam enjoys a strong alliance 
relationship with Microsoft and currently holds Gold Certified Partner status 
within the area of Advanced Infrastructure Solutions. As part of this program, 
Satyam is given early access to Microsoft’s suite of products and technologies 
and works closely with Microsoft to develop next generation solutions such as 
Windows Vista and Windows 7 Migration, Application Compatibility Testing, 
Softgrid Application Virtualization, Exchange Migration and consolidations, etc.

Engage with Satyam:
With development and delivery centers across nearly every corner of the globe 
Satyam can support your organization in a worldwide roll out of Windows Vista 
or Windows 7 and related services in a seamless fashion and with real-time 
responsiveness. 

Satyam currently offers a number of solutions for Windows Vista and Windows 7. 
These solutions range from ACF Proof of Concept engagements to Windows Vista 
or Windows 7 Pilot Deployments and full scale, enterprise wide rollout solutions. 

ACF Proof of Concept: Typically a low cost, one to two week engagement 
in which three to four of your applications are sampled for Windows Vista or 
Windows 7 compatibility. This engagement will familiarize you with the ACF 
process, help to uncover potential issues with key applications and get you on the 
road to executing a wider rollout plan. 

Windows Vista or Windows 7 Pilot Deployment: Typically a three to four week 
engagement with a much broader scope than an ACF Proof of Concept. This 
engagement provides proof of concept using Microsoft recommendations, in 
conjunction with Satyam’s custom built best practices, to approach incorporating 
industry leading tools from Microsoft and other vendors. This provides you with 
a better understanding of how to estimate costs for large scale rollouts and helps 
you to identify strengths and weaknesses related to your existing environment.

Windows Vista or Windows 7 Deployment Services: Satyam will help your 
organization with complete desktop migration to Windows Vista or Windows 7. 
This full service offering includes analysis and planning, engineering, deployment 
and steady state support (post deployment). Services are offered under a flexible 
model allowing you to choose from cost-per desktop or time and materials 
options.

Satyam ACF Solutions
Satyam Computer Services, Ltd. is one of only seven Microsoft® Application Compatibility Factory (ACF) partners focused on 
Windows Vista® and the upcoming release of the next Windows® operating system, Windows 7. As such, the company is one 
of the most experienced resources available in the marketplace for support in Windows Application Compatibility Testing and 
Deployment. 

Engage with Satyam for support in testing your existing applications for Windows Vista and Windows 7 compatibility as well as 
for full scale deployment when the time is right. Working together, Microsoft and Satyam have developed the solutions that your 
enterprise will require to ensure a trouble-free adoption and enterprise-wide rollout of the Windows Vista or Windows 7 platform.

Contact TCS 

E-mail: IMS_Global@satyam.com  
Web site: www.satyam.com

To learn more, we suggest that you contact Satyam by sending email to: 
IMS_Global@satyam.com.
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